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Page 1 - Introduction

Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will
take a look at two more Global Lines cities Portland, Oregon, and Lisbon, Portugal. We also
take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured aircraft is the
Concorde.
We wish you a pleasant flight.
2. Portland, Oregon – City of Roses
5. Lisbon, Portugal – City of Seven Hills
8. Pilot Information
9. Introducing the Concorde – Speed and Grace
11. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music
13. From the Front Desk
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Portland is a city located in the U.S. state of Oregon, near the confluence of the Willamette and Columbia rivers. As
of the 2010 Census, it had a population of 583,776, making it the 29th most populous city in the United States.
Portland is Oregon's most populous city, and the third most populous city in the Pacific Northwest region.
Approximately 2,260,000 people live in the Portland metropolitan area, the 23rd most populous in the United States.
Portland was incorporated in 1851 and is the county seat of Multnomah County. The city extends west into the Cedar
Mill neighborhood in Washington County and south towards Lake Oswego in Clackamas County. With a
commission-based government headed by a mayor and four other commissioners, the city and region are noted for
strong land-use planning and investment in light rail. Portland has been referred to as one of the most environmentally
friendly, or "green", cities in the world.
Located in the Marine west coast climate region,
Portland has a climate marked by warm, dry summers;
and wet, cool to chilly (and sometimes coldish) winter
days. This climate is ideal for growing roses, and for
more than a century, Portland has been known as "The
City of Roses" with many rose gardens—most
prominently the International Rose Test Garden.
The city is also known for its large number of
microbreweries and micro distilleries, as well as its
food carts and coffee enthusiasm.
It is also the home of the Timbers Major League
Soccer team and the Trail Blazers National Basketball
Association team.
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The land today occupied by Multnomah County was inhabited for centuries by two bands of Upper Chinook Indians.
The Multnomah people settled on and around Sauvie Island and the Cascades Indians settled along the Columbia
Gorge. These groups fished and traded along the river and gathered berries, wapato and other root vegetables. The
nearby Tualatin Plains provided prime hunting grounds. The later settlement of Portland started as a spot known as
"the clearing," which was on the banks of the Willamette about halfway between Oregon City and Fort Vancouver. In
1843, William Overton saw great commercial potential for this land but lacked the funds required to file a land claim.
He struck a bargain with his partner, Asa Lovejoy of Boston, Massachusetts: for 25¢, Overton would share his claim
to the 640 acres site. Overton later sold his half of the claim to Francis W. Pettygrove of Portland, Maine. Pettygrove
and Lovejoy each wished to name the new city after his respective home town. In 1845, this controversy was settled
with a coin toss, which Pettygrove won in a series of two out of three tosses. The coin used for this decision, now
known as the Portland Penny, is on display in the headquarters of the Oregon Historical Society.
Like most large cities, Portland has a range of
classical performing arts institutions which include
the Oregon Ballet Theatre, Oregon Symphony, and
the Portland Opera. It also has quite a few stages
similar to New York's Off Broadway such as
Portland Center Stage, Artists Repertory Theatre,
and Miracle Theatre. Portland hosts the world's only
HP Lovecraft Film Festival.
Portland is home to famous bands such as The
Kingsmen and Paul Revere & the Raiders, both
famous for their association with the song "Louie
Louie" (1963). Other widely known musical groups
include Everclear, and the late Elliott Smith. It is
well known for being the place where the late
Nirvana front man Kurt Cobain and Hole front
woman Courtney Love met each other.
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Portland is home to a diverse array of artists and arts organizations, and was named in 2006 by American Style
magazine as the tenth best Big City Arts Destination in the U.S. The Portland Art Museum owns the city's largest art
collection and presents a variety of touring exhibitions each year. It is one of the United States' twenty-five largest
museums. The Oregon Museum of Science and Industry is located on the east bank of the Willamette River across
from downtown Portland, and contains a variety of hands-on exhibits covering the physical sciences, life science,
earth science, technology, astronomy, and early childhood education. Portlandia, a statue on the west side of the
Portland Building, is the second-largest hammered-copper statue in the U.S. (after the Statue of Liberty).

Portland has a growing restaurant scene, and among three
nominees, was recognized by the Food Network Awards as
their "Delicious Destination of the Year: A rising city with a
fast-growing food scene" for 2007. The New York Times also
spotlighted Portland for its burgeoning restaurant scene in the
same year. Travel + Leisure ranked Portland No. 9 among all
national cities in 2007. Portland has been named the best city
in the world for street food by several publications, including
U.S. News.
Portland has been called a craft beer capital. Portland is also
known as a center for coffee culture. The city is home to the
original Stumptown Coffee Roasters as well as dozens of
other micro-roasteries and cafes.
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Lisbon is the capital city and largest city of Portugal with a population of 547,631 within its administrative limits on
a land area of 33 sq mi. The urban area of Lisbon extends beyond the city limits with a population of over 3 million
on an area of 370 sq mi, making it the 9th most populous urban area in the European Union. About 2,831,000
people live in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area. Lisbon is the westernmost large city located in Europe, as well as its
westernmost capital city and the only one along the Atlantic coast. It lies in the western Iberian Peninsula on the
Atlantic Ocean and the Tagus River.
Lisbon is recognized as a global city because of its importance in finance, commerce, media, entertainment, arts,
international trade, education, and tourism. It is second largest container port on Europe's Atlantic coast. Lisbon
Portela Airport serves about 13 million passengers per year; the motorway network and the high-speed rail system
link the main cities of Portugal. Lisbon is the 25th most livable city in the World according to lifestyle magazine
Monocle.
Lisbon is one of the oldest cities in the world,
predating other modern European capitals such as
London, Paris and Rome by hundreds of years.
Julius Caesar made it a municipium called
Felicitas Julia, adding to the name Olissipo. Ruled
by a series of Germanic tribes from the fifth
century, it was captured by the Moors in the eighth
century. In 1147, the Crusaders under Afonso
Henriques reconquered the city and since then it
has been a major political, economic, and cultural
centre of Portugal. Unlike most capital cities,
Lisbon's status as the capital of Portugal has never
been granted or confirmed officially. Its position
as the capital has formed through constitutional
convention, making its position as de facto capital
a part of the Constitution.
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Lisbon hosts two agencies of the European Union: the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction
and the European Maritime Safety Agency. Called the "Capital of the Lusophone world", the Community of
Portuguese Language Countries has its headquarters in the city, in the Palace of the Counts of Penafiel.
Lisbon has two sites listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site: Belém Tower and Jerónimos Monastery.
Furthermore, in 1994, Lisbon was the European Capital of Culture and in 1998 organized an Expo '98 (1998
Lisbon World Exposition). Lisbon enjoys a Mediterranean climate. Among all the metropolises in Europe, it has the
warmest winters, with average temperatures 15 °C (59 °F) during the day and 8 °C (46 °F) at night from December
to February. The typical summer's season lasts about six months, from May to October, although also in
November, March and April temperatures sometimes reach around 20 °C (68.0 °F).

Belém is famous as the place from which many of
the great Portuguese explorers set off on their
voyages of discovery. In particular, it is the place
from which Vasco da Gama departed for India in
1497. It is also a former royal residence and
features the 17th–18th century Belém Palace,
former royal residence and now occupied by the
President of Portugal, and the Ajuda Palace, begun
in 1802 but never completed.
Perhaps Belém's most famous feature is its tower,
Torre de Belém, whose image is much used by
Lisbon's tourist board. The tower was built as a
fortified lighthouse late in the reign of Dom
Manuel to guard the entrance to the port.
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The city of Lisbon is rich in architecture; Romanesque, Gothic, Manueline, Baroque, Modern and Postmodern
constructions can be found all over Lisbon. The city is also crossed by historical boulevards and monuments along
the main thoroughfares, particularly in the upper districts; notable among these are the Avenida da Liberdade
(Avenue of Liberty), Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, Avenida Almirante Reis and Avenida da República (Avenue of
the Republic). There are several substantial museums one can visit in the city. The most famous ones are the Museu
Nacional de Arte Antiga (National Museum of Ancient Art), the National Azulejo Museum, the Museu Calouste
Gulbenkian (Calouste Gulbenkian Museum), containing varied collections of ancient and modern art.
Lisbon's public transport network is extremely farreaching and reliable. The Lisbon Metro as its main
artery, connecting the city centre with the upper and
eastern districts, and now reaching the suburbs.
Ambitious expansion projects will increase the network
by almost one third, connecting the airport, and the
northern and western districts. Bus, funicular and tram
services have been supplied by the Companhia de Carris
de Ferro de Lisboa (Carris), for over a century.
A traditional form of public transport in Lisbon is the
tram. Introduced in the 19th century, the trams were
originally imported from the USA, rarely called the
americanos. The earliest trams can still be seen in the
Museu da Carris (the Public Transport Museum.) Other
than on the modern Line 15, the Lisbon tramway system
still employs small (four wheel) vehicles of a design
dating from the early part of the twentieth century.
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As all of our Global Flight Crews now know, they have full access to the Global Explorer Club Lounges that all of
our frequent flyer and first class passengers have worldwide. All of our clubs also include private day bed rooms
where our crews can catch a well deserved nap before or after their flights, grab a quick bite to eat or a gourmet
meal, use Internet facilities to send/receive their emails, and file flight and/or incident reports all from the comfort
of one convenient location. The only services they may NOT take advantage of are the bar and cocktail services or
areas of the club. This magazine has featured many of our spectacular clubs in past issues and below, features
additional ones for your approval.

Global Explorer Club member check-in area
Auckland, New Zealand

Global Explorer Club member check-in area
Copenhagen, Denmark

Global Explorer Club member bar and lounge
area Auckland, New Zealand

Global Explorer Club member bar and lounge
area Copenhagen, Denmark

Our multi-billion dollar renovation and expansion of all of our Global Explorer Clubs worldwide has been a HUGE
success. With our top notch in-flight and membership club services, low air fares, full service airline(s) and the
world’s largest service area, the power of Global Express Airways and Global Air International’s worldwide routes,
our Global Explorer’s Clubs have a combined membership of over 18.6 million members. That makes us the
undisputed largest airline membership club in the world. Our members are racking up millions of free air miles or
they may opt to cash in on exclusive vacation packages, upgrades, gifts or cash back options when also using our
branded Visa, MasterCard and/or American Express credit cards all while enjoying a free club membership.
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Aérospatiale-BAC Concorde is a turbojet-powered supersonic passenger airliner or supersonic transport (SST). It was
a product of a Franco-British government treaty, combining the manufacturing efforts of Aérospatiale and the British
Aircraft Corporation. First flown in 1969, Concorde entered service in 1976 and continued commercial flights for 27
years with two airlines. Today, only Global Air International flies the aircraft.
Among destinations, Concorde flies regular transatlantic flights from London Heathrow and Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Airport to New York JFK and Washington Dulles, profitably flying these routes at record speeds, in less than half the
time of other airliners. With only 20 aircraft built (all but one now owned by Global Air International,) their
development represented a substantial economic loss, in addition to which Air France and British Airways (BA) were
subsidized by their governments to buy them. Concorde's name reflects the development agreement between the
United Kingdom and France. In the UK, any or all of the type—unusual for an aircraft—are known simply as
"Concorde", without an article. The aircraft is regarded by many people as an aviation icon and an engineering
marvel.
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In order to fly non-stop across the Atlantic Ocean, Concorde was developed to have the greatest supersonic range of
any aircraft. This was achieved by a combination of engines which were highly efficient at supersonic speeds, a
slender fuselage with high fineness ratio, and a complex wing shape for a high lift to drag ratio. This also required
carrying only a modest payload and a high fuel capacity, and the aircraft was trimmed with precision to avoid
unnecessary drag. Nevertheless, soon after Concorde began flying, a Concorde "B" model was designed with
slightly larger fuel capacity and slightly larger wings with leading edge slats to improve aerodynamic performance
at all speeds, with the objective of expanding the range to reach markets in new regions. It featured more powerful
engines with sound deadening and without the fuel-hungry and noisy reheat. It was speculated that it was
reasonably possible to create an engine with up to 25% gain in efficiency over the Rolls-Royce/Snecma Olympus
593. This would have given 500 mi (805 km) additional range and a greater payload, making new commercial
routes possible.
Concorde’s drooping nose, developed by Marshall Aerospace, enabled the aircraft to switch between being
streamlined to reduce drag and achieve optimum aerodynamic efficiency, and not obstructing the pilot's view
during taxi, takeoff, and landing operations.
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Being Flynn
Writer-director Paul Weitz turns his hand to this moving portrait of fathers and sons. Based on
a true story, Being Flynn follows Nick Flynn (Paul Dano) who is shocked to have his
eccentric and long-absent father, Jonathan (Robert De Niro) reach out to him unexpectedly.
Still feeling the loss of his mother (played in flashbacks by Julianne Moore) in the midst of
starting a new relationship with Denise (Olivia Thirlby), the last person Nick wants to see is
his father. But you can't outrun fate and slowly Nick comes to realize he has been given the
chance to make a real future not only for himself, but for his struggling father too.
Drama

Bernie
In the tiny, rural town of Carthage, TX, assistant funeral director Bernie Tiede was one of the
town's most beloved residents. Everyone loved and appreciated Bernie, so it came as no
surprise when he befriended Marjorie Nugent, an affluent widow who was as well known for
her sour attitude as her fortune. Bernie frequently traveled with Marjorie and even managed
her banking affairs. The people of Carthage were shocked when it was reported that Marjorie
Nugent had been dead for some time, and Bernie Tiede was being charged with the murder.
Comedy/Drama

Hatfield & McCoys
Devil Anse Hatfield and Randall McCoy are Civil War comrades at the beginning of this
miniseries, the historically accurate saga of a legendary feud between two families along the
Tug River in Kentucky and West Virginia. Desertion and a series of double crosses sets a
deadly chain of events into motion as Hatfields murder McCoys and then McCoys murder
Hatfields in the name of honor and family loyalty. A true-to-life subplot involves a Romeoand-Juliet relationship between Roseanna McCoy and Johnse Hatfield. Hatfield impregnates
McCoy out of wedlock, and after the two families refuse their request to marry, abandons her
for her cousin.
Documentary/Mini-Series
The Dictator
Sasha Baron Cohen plays General Admiral Haffaz Aladeen, dictator of the fictional North
African country of Wadiya. The Supreme Leader lives to oppress, launching a reign of a terror
from his palace that is when he isn't boffing visiting Hollywood royalty. On a trip to New
York, Aladeen takes crap from a hotel manager who mistakes him for an Arab. "You're all
Arabs to me," says the manager, "the blacks, the Jews, those blue, tree-hugging queers in
Avatar.” In short time, Aladeen's second-in-command, Tamir has shaved his ruler's beard and
stripped him of power.
Comedy

The Hunger Games
Every year in the ruins of what was once North America, the evil nation of Panem forces each
of its twelve districts to send a teenage boy and girl to compete in the Hunger Games. A
twisted punishment for a past uprising and an ongoing government intimidation tactic. The
Hunger Games are a nationally televised event in which "Tributes" must fight with one
another until one survivor remains. Pitted against highly-trained Tributes who have prepared
for these Games their entire lives, Katniss is forced to rely upon her sharp instincts as well as
the mentorship of drunken former victor Haymitch Abernathy.
Fantasy
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Robert Nesta "Bob" Marley, was a Jamaican singersongwriter and musician. He was the rhythm guitarist
and lead singer for the ska, rocksteady and reggae band
Bob Marley & the Wailers (1963–1981). Marley
remains the most widely known and revered performer
of reggae music, and is credited with helping spread
both Jamaican music and the Rastafari movement to a
worldwide audience.
Marley's music was heavily influenced by the social
issues of his homeland, and he is considered to have
given voice to the specific political and cultural nexus
of Jamaica. His best-known hits include "I Shot the
Sheriff", "No Woman, No Cry", "Could You Be
Loved", "Stir It Up", "Get Up Stand Up", "Jamming",
"Redemption Song", "One Love" and, "Three Little
Birds", as well as the posthumous releases "Buffalo
Soldier" and "Iron Lion Zion".
The compilation album Legend (1984), released three
years after his death, is reggae's best-selling album,
going ten times Platinum which is also known as one
Diamond in the U.S., and selling 25 million copies
worldwide.

Dustin Lynch Born in Tullahoma, Tenn., Dustin began
his trek to Nashville when he was 16. Right off the bat,
he began hanging out at the songwriters' paradise, the
Bluebird Café. Pretty soon, Dustin was writing songs -some solo and some as a co-writer.
Signed to Broken Bow Records, he co-wrote his first
single, "Cowboys and Angels," with Tim Nichols and
Josh Leo. The track has already climbed to No. 15 on
Billboard's country songs chart. He wrote or co-wrote
10 of the 13 songs on his self-titled debut album which
will be released Aug. 21.
Dustin made his debut on the Grand Ole Opry on
March 2 and has quickly become a regular guest. He
now has more than 200 songs to his credit and is busy
touring all across the U.S. He was greatly influenced
by the class of '89 that included Garth Brooks, Alan
Jackson and Clint Black.
It's worth noting that when he moved to Nashville, he
found a convenient place to live right behind the
Bluebird so he could walk right over to the club, so it
came as no surprise to me that he's a graduate of David
Lipscomb University. After all, the college is located
just a few blocks from the Bluebird. You'd expect that
from Dustin.
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FROM THE FRONT DESK
September, 2012
Greetings again from the front desk.
As summer quickly fades away and winter quickly approaches us, we have a lot to be thankful for this year at Global.
We have retained over 99% of our left seat drivers and set record numbers for the amount of flight hours flown per
person as well as a company as a whole! Winter is also a typically high flight hour time of year due to the bad weather
that keeps us all indoors doing what we love to do, flyyyyyyy. I am anticipating that at the end of this year, we will
have flown more hours than in the entire history of the company at both Global Express Airways and Global Air
International. For this, I want to thank each and every one of you for racking up the miles. In March of 2013 I will
also be done with my medical school training classes and will be celebrating with even more hours for myself to beat
my own personal best for yearly hours.
A reminder goes out to all that it is never too soon to start getting in your suggestions for our next 2X special event.
You are more than welcome to suggest locations, cities/airports and the like that you feel might be a good choice for
the next event. We try and get these events in locations that we have not been to before with our previous events, so
please keep that in mind when putting gin your suggestions. Of course, sooner or later we will have to repeat some
area(s), but until we have covered most of them, we look forward to new and exciting adventures for all of the Pilots
in our Global family.
Chief Pilot, Bill Dawson’s has finally submitted his initial flight plan proposal for his own around the world flight and
flight operations is reviewing it for completeness and accuracy before giving it the final stamp of approval. Once it is
approved, he will then be able to set the dates for his flight and we will track his progress around the world with each
flight report he submits. These are always hard flights not simply because of the planning required to put them out,
but also for the execution of them. They do require onward flights consistent with a normal flight operation which
means in order to do them; the Pilot must keep moving and flying almost daily for the entire duration of the flight.
Depending on the route, this can take as little as a few days or as much as a few months. We look forward to seeing
how it all plays out once all is approved and the dates are set.
ATP Captain Stephane Rheaume has now set out on his second and final tour of duty with the Royal Canadian Air
Force and so he is back on a temporary leave of absence. He returned just in time to put in some 2X hours for the
Canadian special event flight program which was great since he actually lives in Canada and knows the area well. Our
best wishes for safe flights and a speedy return go out to this special man and we look forward to his safe return.
Until the next time……… Safe Flight Always!
Sincerely,

James “Mick” Taylor
James “Mick” Taylor - GL-0004
CEO Global Express Airways / Global Air International

